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Marcia

Moderato

Vamp

One by one the shades of night are creeping,
To my eyes in ev'ry glowing ember

All alone my silent watch I'm keeping,
Gazing in the

Hidden lies a face that I remember,
Smiling at me

Camp-fire's flickering glow,
as if they would say
Dreaming of the loved ones that I know.
"We are with you thou' you're far a

CHORUS

First of all I can see my mother,
And her head is
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FOR THESE SONG HITS
TRY THEM OVER, THEN GET THEM
FOR YOUR PIANO, YOUR PLAYER PIANO OR PHONOGRAPH

THREE WONDERFUL LETTERS FROM HOME
THE MASTER BALLAD OF THE AGE. A HEART APPEAL IN EVERY LINE.

LAFAYETTE! WE HEAR YOU CALLING
THE SONG "LAFAYETTE, LIKE LAFAYETTE THE MAN, COMES WHEN AMERICA NEEDS IT MOST.

OH! HARRY! HARRY!
The catchiest, jingliest, toe-tapping tune ever. Sophie Tucker's sensational hit

A LITTLE BIT OF SUNSHINE FROM HOME
INTRODUCED ON THE VAUDEVILLE STAGE BY THE FAMOUS "SAILOR REELLY." THE WAR SONG WITH A SMILE.

BEAUTIFUL OHIO Waltz
THIS IS THE NUMBER ALL AMERICA IS HUMMING ... PLAYED BY EVERY ORCHESTRA IN THE LAND.

OTHER POPULAR SONGS OF THE DAY
LIBERTY BELL
LONG BOY
INDIANA
ONE DAY IN JUNE
LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN
DIXIELAND IS CALLING ME
DOWN THE TRAIL OF THE OLD DIRT ROAD
THEY'RE ON THEIR WAY TO GERMANY
IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE WHOSE SWEETIE YOU WERE
(You're My Sweet Sweetie Now)
CHEER UP, MOTHER—By Mary Earl
DON'T WASTE THE MOONLIGHT
CHIN-CHIN CHINAMAN
THE CAPTAIN OF THE TOY BRIGADE
DON'T YOU GO AND WORRY, MARY

ON SALE AT ALL MUSIC STORES